The task of operatively to provide cargo transportation with the given kinds of available vehicles is actual at operative planning of work of logistic centres. In the case of non-transit transporting planning, the amount of available vehicles is critical, which in some cases does not allow the fulfilment of orders to the full extent. The use of transit transport allows to reduce the volume of unfulfilled orders. The article presents a formal setting of the given problems in the form of multi-index problems of linear programming. Special cases of problems, which allow to use effective algorithms for their solution, are noted.
Introduction
The task of operatively to provide cargo transportation with the given kinds of available vehicles is actual at operative planning of work of logistic centers [1] .
Let J be a set of logistics centers, R be a set of kinds of goods, K be a set of vehicle modes. Let us consider set of possible communications D = {(i, j) : i, j ∈ J, i = j}. Let there be λ rk a generalized specific volume required for transportation of the unit of the product r ∈ R on the transport of the species k ∈ K, let there R k ij be a allowable no-transit volume of transportation from the center i ∈ I to the center j ∈ J by transport k ∈ K. Thus, if the amount x rk ij of non-transit traffic from center i ∈ I to center j ∈ J of the product r ∈ R with vehicle kind k ∈ K, then it is necessary to implement the restriction
Let E r ij be volume of the order for transportation of the product r ∈ R from the center i ∈ J to the center j ∈ J, i.e. the volumes x rk ij of transit-free shipments of a product r ∈ R must satisfy the condition
where e r ij ≥ 0 is an unsatisfied part of the demand, since in the general case the system of constraints (1)-(2) may be inconsistent if e r ij = 0 for all r ∈ R. Although an unmet part of the current demand can be met in the next planning period, an enterprise pays a penalty
The foregoing demonstrates the possibility of scheduling off-transit traffic on a route (i, j) ∈ D by solving the distribution problem [2] , [3] of linear programming
The problem (4) for each unbound rote (i, j) ∈ D has |R| · |K| + |R| variables and |K| + |R| restrictions for non-negative variables.
If for all k ∈ K and r ∈ R we have equation 
The problem (6) is known as a transportation problem in a matrix setting [2] . Effective algorithms are known for its solution [4] .
Reducing Volume of Unfulfilled Orders by Transit Transport
To reduce the total amount of penalty
one may introduce transit routes. So, let us define for every (i, j) ∈ D a set of
logistics centers, through which a transit route is possible
Let z r ilj be the amount of a product r ∈ R, transferred from the route (i, j) ∈ D to the transit route (i, l, j). In the case of the possibility of transit transporting the analogue of the equation (2) 
In (9) the volume of the order is modified by including the transit volumes from the more remote points (the first amount) in the route (i, j) ∈ D , and the excluding the transit volumes through less remote points (the second amount). 
Special Cases
If for all k ∈ K and r ∈ R there is equality (5) 
Theorem 1. The restriction matrix of problem (11) is the incident matrix of an digraph G with a set of vertices
and a set of arcs
Proof.
It s obvious there is one-to-one correspondence between the vertices (i, j) ∈ D, k ∈ K of digraph G and the constraints of the first group of problem (11), as well as between the vertices (i, j) ∈ D, r ∈ R of digraph G and the constraints of the second group of problem (11). Thus, a one-to-one correspondence is established between the vertices of graph G and the rows of the constraint matrix of problem (11).
Let i, j, l ∈ J, r ∈ R . Non-zero elements of the constraint matrix corresponding to variables z r π , r ∈ R, π is permutation of mutually distinct fixed i, j, l ∈ J, are given in Table 1 .
From the table we see that for any r ∈ R and any mutually distinct i, j, l ∈ J variable z r ijl can be treated as a flow along an arc r,
(containing only the columns corresponding to the variables of the group z ) of the matrix of problem (11) is the incidence matrix of subgraph G (V R (G)). It is obvious that this subgraph contains all arcs from the set E RR and only them.
It is easy to see that y-submatrix is the incidence matrix of subgraph H(E KR ) of digraph G for all arcs from the set of arcs E KR , that are not included into subgraph G (V R (G)). By construction digraph G and its incidence matrix are the junction of digraphs G (V R (G)), H(E KR ) and their incidence matrices respectively. The theorem is proved. ✷ As is known, the incidence matrix of the oriented graph is absolutely unimodular [5] . Consequently, problem (11) has an integral-valued optimal solution at integrality of the right part of its system of constraints. Paper [4] presents effective algorithms to find an integral-valued optimal solution for problems of high dimension.
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